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underworld 1.31 crack. drug wars underworld 1.31 crack. drug wars underworld 1.31 crack.Q: How to use a c++ class in
another c++ class I have a class Rect which is derived from a class Point and this class Rect has a member variable int
index. Can I use this index member variable of class Rect in class Point? If so how? class Point { }; class Rect : public

Point { private: int index; }; A: Yes, you can use it from Point. But you must provide a constructor for Point that
initializes it's member, like this: class Point { public: Point(int i):i(i) {} // No default constructor. int i; }; class Rect :
public Point { public: Rect(int i, int j):Point(i), x(j) {} int x; }; A: Yes, you can. Point has a member variable which is

pointing to some int. So any Point instance will have a pointer pointing to this int. When you have your Rect constructor
you can set your Point member to point to the int in your Rect. Your example will look like this: class Point { int

something; public: int getSomething() { return something; } }; class Rect : public Point { int index; public: int getIndex()
{ return index; } Rect(int i, int j):Point(i), index(j) {} // no default constructor, the Point constructor of Rect is named };

EDIT: Corrected typo in code, found out it was supposed to be Rect not Rect. Pages Monday, March 29, 2014 The
World Tonight Hi friends! First, a disclaimer. It's been three years since I last read a book in this series (I still have my

Midnight Sons to discover), so if I am a bit distracted or off on a tangent, that's totally on me. :-) 595f342e71
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